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Structure
A keynote in three parts
Part 1 and 2: Northampton and me and the voices of practitioner researchers (as a
way to explore the relationship between research and practice).
Then a discussion
Then a complete change in direction
Part 3: Looking forward 30 years to how the university sector might change.

About the University of Northampton.
founded in 2005 (but like nearly all ‘new universities’ has an older history
1261, 1924, 1975 - you choose).
mid-size = 13,000 students approx
has the newest ‘large’ campus in the UK, opened in 2018
4 faculties teaching a mix of pure academic and ‘professional training’
subjects at all levels including doctorate.
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Demographics and community

The University of Northampton has the largest Black British student population of any
UK university, and the fourth largest BAME population
it is also distinct for having:
• a high proportion of mature students and first generation university student
• a very low proportion of privately educated students
• a low proportion of international students
• a significant majority of women students
• the average age of a starting undergraduate student at Northampton is 22, compared
to Cambridge at 19.
The University of Northampton is one of only two ‘Ashoka U’ awarded universities in the
UK. This award is given in recognition of the social impact a university has on its local
community.

About our ‘practitioner research’ MA level courses
We have around 200-300 in service, experienced, teachers (or related
practitioners – teaching assistants, school leaders) at any one time
studying on MA level courses as part of their professional development.
These include the following MA or MA level courses: MA Ed Leadership,
Early Years, English Language Teaching, Mathematics, MA Ed SEN, MA
Ed SEN (autism) plus PGCE top-up, PG Cert Prim Maths – (leadership),
PG Cert Digital Leadership, PG Cert Secondary Maths (for nonspecialists), SENCO award.

The MA Eds and practitioner research continued
All these courses involve either as a compulsory or optional aspect practitioners doing
research into their own practice and the practice of their workplace.
Our intake: we have very few international students but a special relationship with
Vietnam; we always recruit a strong cohort of young Black women leaders from outside
Northampton; we recruit a lot of local teachers and other professionals in education.
This is the area I lead and there are 19 of us here at this conference today.
We are deeply indebted to ‘SUPER’ and ‘Hertscam’ in framing our vision.

About me:
Taught (mostly history) for 19 years: children 11-18 and in my final four years as a
teacher of children aged 16-18.
Was on the senior leadership team of two schools.
Took my own PhD at Cambridge
Joined the University of Northampton as ‘Principal Lecturer for Teachers’ Continuing
Professional Development’ 5 years ago.

Part 1 and 2
Some voices from practitioner researchers

Quotes from a range of related projects including with Majda Joshevska and Marta Kowalczuk-Walędziak

Five aspects of research
•
•
•
•
•

Purpose
Relationship of practice to research
Scale and need
Craft
Individuality and community

Why the focus on practitioner research?
It is the stuff I know.
It is stuff Northampton does well.
It is in these individuals that practice and research meet.

But first before the teachers’ voices, just two quotes from one
academic on the purpose of research:
Laurence Stenhouse defined research as:
‘Systematic enquiry made public’ (Stenhouse, 1980)

Then he changed his mind
‘Systematic self-critical enquiry’ (Stenhouse ,1981)

The purpose (Charles Rennie Mackintosh – 1868-1928)

The purpose:
I had clear moral purpose to develop the school
community that was tight knit and I felt I was an
important part of (a secondary history teacher, UK)

The purpose:

To me it was reflection, it was self-development. I am a
good teacher, I teach well but I wanted to dive deeper,
explore further. I am not sure that it would be important
for others. I am not sure that mattered (a primary teacher,
UK)

Relationship to research, (David Hockney 1937- )

Relationship to research
Yes doing research changed my view on research. It led me
towards reading research but also freed me from dependence
on research in my decision making…… At first I discovered the
research out there, then I was able to critically evaluate it,
then I was able to write my own. It affirmed me as both a
reader and writer (A primary school teacher and school
leader, UK).

Relationship to research
Before research was authoritative but intimidating, but
afterwards it became something I could deal with on
equal terms. Before I tended to avoid it but when I was
confronted with it obeyed it ….. afterwards I had a
better relationship to research…. A happier one. (a
higher level teaching assistant, UK).

Scale and need (Pieter de Hooch 1629-1684?)

The scale
I like to read the dissertations of staff but I have learnt I like
them the smaller and tighter the design is …… the stories, the
quotes, the detail. Reading the best of them I realised that this
was the stuff I was not getting elsewhere. …… surveys rarely
really fulfil. Interviews and stories come alive - but the fewer
interviewees the better, short observations The depth just
gives you something special, that you aren’t getting elsewhere
(a Principal, secondary, UK)

The scale
At first, I wanted to do research that was a little version of big
research: triangulated – survey plus interview. However, I then
thought what is the point? However big the survey, however
many interviews it was still tiny compared to the big data
schools get sent every day, and often never gets read …….. I
decided to be ‘small and proud to be small’ …… and going
back to my knowledge of poetry analysis to begin to devise
ways of deep analysis .……. I wasn’t doing a little version of big
research I was doing something that had its own role ……. At
that point I started to believe in it (secondary English teacher,
UK).

Craft
Élisabeth Vigée Le Brun
1755-1842

the craft
Craft, yes I learnt a craft. The most important thing that my mentor, I
mean my supervisor, taught me was craft skills. I learnt how to write,
how to research. They were important and I then feel like I became
a craftsperson. I became a teacher of these new skills to others I
brought them into the school. We became a community that knew
how to research that could generate knowledge. That was affirming
too (a secondary PE teacher, UK).

the craft
The thing I learnt from doing my PhD is how to do research. I thought
the most important bit was the conclusion, actually it was the
methodology and methods. I thought I was discovering a thing,
actually I was learning a craft. Since then I have introduced a lot of
people into that craft (a primary teacher, UK)

Community and individuality (Joaquín Sorolla – 1863-1923)

The community and individuality
Solutions are found more quickly if you can undertake
reflection with other colleagues but the final design of
a lesson needs to be something personal ……. You get
involved in designing a lesson, it is like an artist or a
writer does. It is like that quote isn’t it. That line spoke
to me. I thought yes that is right. Artists go to art
galleries to be inspired not to copy the painting (history
teacher, secondary, UK).

the community and individuality
There are so many involved and dear to me. The initiative gels people
together but the individual relationship is more significant still. We
synchronised about teacher leadership around having the same values,
realising how important what we are doing was, but I definitely feel like I
belong to a community of teachers that are seeking for an impact and a
change in education…..it is a community that allows me to be an
individual though. It gives me confidence, it makes me like my job, but
do I read their research and just do it, not really. I read it then I do
something different. I think we all do that but it did influence me (dance
teacher, secondary, UK).

Relationship to practice
There was an initiative seven years ago, we were in that initiative, and they
taught us that it is great to share your ideas and that was the aim of that
workshop and they taught us how to film, to record our classes and to
share and that is great, really inspiring, but it was the doing of it that
inspired me, to be honest I didn’t then copy a lot of lessons but I made
friends, interesting people I still talk about teaching with (primary teacher
from North Macedonia).

Some conclusions:
1) Practitioners researching entirely for their own personal development are doing
something worthwhile. Their public is their students.
2) Very, very small-scale, small sample is fine. Small-scale research might look very
different to big research and perhaps it should.
3) What we might bring to others is our craft skills as researchers not our own
research.
4) Even when we bring our own research, expect it to be unpicked and played with,
it is more likely to start a conversation than exercise a change.
5) Teachers are very creative people, they are users not followers of research ideas.

A concept diagram of
researching
communities and
teachers’ knowledge.
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Discussion one:
Are you yourselves researching for reflection or for a public? Which public?
If your research were to start a conversation rather than facilitate a change:
-what conversation?
-how can you at least control the start?
How can you relate to practitioner and practitioner-research communities?
Does your approach to research fit neatly with practitioner expectations or are there
points of clash?

Part 3
The next 30 years

The ever increasing education leaving age……
With every change in the economy and every increase in life expectancy - the age of school leaving and
level of education that the majority of people attain has gone up:
……and with each change critics have under-estimated the typical level of attainment that has been
reached:
1870 compulsory provision of schools aged 5-10
1880 compulsory education 5-10
1893 school leaving age raised to 11.
1918 school leaving age raised to 14 (most children did not take exams)
1972 school leaving age raised to 16 (only in special cases are children exempted from exams)
2006 education or training compulsory until 18.

And some other interesting statistics:
Since 1945 to now the proportion of people attending university has gone from
under 4% to just over 30%. This is very similar to the increases in school attendance
at each level in the years prior to education at that level becoming compulsory.
In 1987 every qualification offered by Cambridge Regional College (the nearest
further education college to here) was an end point, in 2019 every qualification
offered at Cambridge Regional College is a gateway to a university education.
Over 90% of children who gain 5Cs (or equivalent) at GCSE, whose parents earn over
£100,000 (combined) go to university, and most do well.
Under 20% of children who gain 5Cs (or equivalent) at GCSE, whose parents earn
under £50,000 (combined) go to university.
One more next slide………

An interesting piece of journalism / academia (Cheswick, in
press)
12 students, studying towards degrees were asked to give
examples of high level thinking in every day life: reading novels,
going to art galleries, following documentaries, regularly
watching the news and to guess what proportion of the general
population does this ……
After this 2000 people who had not attended university – all
over 25 years old were asked if they did these things…….

Results
In the past year…………….
• Over 60% of the ‘never attended university’ sample have read a novel with a complex
plot over 300 pages long
• Over 70% of the population have watched a documentary on a political, historical,
artistic, environmental theme (not reality TV).
• Just over 50% had attended a museum or gallery (matching Arts Council figures of
48%)
• Just over 70% watch the news at least once a week (matching OFCOMs figure of 72%).
-Yet only 28% of the UK population goes on to study at degree level within 4 years of
being 18.
-Every one of the 12 university students asked how common these traits were among the
general public under-estimated.

Some rhetorical questions:
-Why does the largely discredited concept of ‘intelligence being massively unevenly
distributed’, if discredited in conversation – ordinary or academic, still hold sway over
institutional structures?
-What are these (large numbers of) jobs that won’t in the future require high levels of
critical thinking combined with practical thinking?
-Why should 16yo or 18yo be any more a cut off point at which we can finally and
conclusively assess intelligence than any other (including the now widely discredited
(everywhere outside Kent) age of 11?)

-Why do we have such a bleak view of our fellow people? (not just in Kent).

Some actual questions:
If the university sector could over the next thirty years potentially expand
to double its current size…..
…..what are the implications:
• For countries with governments that respond to this by opening up
the sector, for countries with governments that don’t?
• For universities?
• But most importantly for you? Your job and future career, the skills
you need to gain, your CV, the opportunities that there will be for you.

Emerging academics who I follow:
Dr (Cora) Lingling Xu – Keele University
Dr Yi-Shan Tsai – Edinburgh University
Dr Tian Meng – Bath University
Dr (Winnie) Sin Wai Pui – independent academic – formerly Cambridge University
Dr Abi’odun Oyewele – Bristol University
Suzanne Culshaw – University of Hertfordshire
Dr (Selena) Yangyue Yuan – NYU University Shanghai
Dr Marta Kowalczuk-Waledziak – University of Bialystok
Majda Joshevska – OSCE Macedonia
Dr Beatrice Balfour – School Leader, previously Cambridge University
Dr Isang Awah – Cambridge University
…..ask others too. A nice conversation opener perhaps.

